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the

Colonel


2 0 1 5 Ca m pa i g n S e a s o n

H

ere is the schedule for
the coming campaign season. There
may be other events that come to my
attention, and if they are considered to be
attractive I will announce them during the
season.
As always we will be having our once a
month drills at the Fort York Armouries
from January through to April. It may be
considered boring by some, but practice
makes perfect and we have a reputation to
maintain as one of the best regiments in the
hobby. Drill, drill, and more drill creates
an esprit de corps and instills pride in the
soldier.
In May there is an infantry school being
planned by units of the Northern Brigade.
This will be held at Backus Mills. There
is no firm date at this time, but hopefully a
date and a schedule will be set soon.
The next event on the Calendar is in
the U.S., Mount Vernon to be exact. This
is scheduled for the weekend of May 2/3
at the actual home of George Washington
Esq. This is the first “Living History
Event” and tactical to take place at the
Mount Vernon Estate. Major Moore has

christened this event “The running of the
rebels.”
On the weekend of May 22/24, Sjt. Dave
Smith (2nd Batt) will be organizing a UEL
Heritage weekend, which will feature a rededication of the restored UEL monument.
The weekend will also feature a re-enacted
wedding and a period pig roast. War games
are also on the schedule: 1812 vs Rev. War.
At Old Fort Niagara on June 6/7, units
of the Northern Brigade will be supporting the event, “Rebels and Redcoats”. Dan
O’Connell (King’s Regt.) from Detroit will
be organizing this event and is planning to
use all of the ground outside the fort, as well
as Four Mile Creek State Park.
Black Creek, our own home grown
event, will take place June 20/21. This year
is a special one, as it is the 40th. Anniversary
of the founding of the re-created King’s
Royal Regiment of New York by Gavin
Watt. Gavin founded the regiment in June
of 1975 and we will celebrate this historic
event at Black Creek. The colours will be
paraded with ceremony, and the speeches
will be brief and to the point. The “Serjeant
Stewart Tavern” will be open to celebrate in
a big way our regimental history. A good
turnout is expected.

C om i ng

E ven t s

wed, feb 18
Ft York Armoury Drill
wed, mar 18
Ft York Armoury Drill
sat, mar 28
Annual Yorker Dinner, Kingston
wed, apr 15
Ft York Armoury Drill
may 2-3
Mount Vernon, VA
may 22-24
Adolphustown
june 6-7
Fort Niagara, NY
– Rebels & Redcoats
june 20-21
Black Creek –
Yorker 40th Anniversary
(Canadian ALL-UP)
july 4-5
Johnson Hall Market Days,
Johnstown, NY
july 11-12
Hubbardton, VT
august 22-23
Battle of Newtown
sept 12-13
Fort Ticonderoga, NY – 2nd Battalion
sept 19
Thornhill Parade
oct 3-4
Schoharie, NY –
Stone Fort Days (US ALL-UP)
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Hubbardton, Vermont. July 11/12 . This
event is being hosted by the 24th Foot. And
re-creates the the Battle of Hubbardton,
which was part of the Burgoyne Campaign.
Newtown (Elmira) is once again back
on the calendar for August 22/23. This is a
war games weekend, re-enacting the Battle
of Newtown. As you veteran Yorkers know,
every objective at Newtown is uphill.
Fort Ticonderoga, September 12/13.
This event recreates the raid of Colonel
John Brown on Fort Ti and the release of
approximately 300 rebel prisoners. This is
the all up U.S. event for the 2nd Battalion.
There were no green coated Loyalist units
at Fort Ti at that time. Col. Barry St. Leger

eventually ended up at Fort Ti, but he
arrived after Colonel Brown had gone.
Thornhill Village Festival, Saturday
September 19th. This event is our annual
money maker. I would appreciate a good turnout to earn money for the regiments coffers.
Schoharie Oct. 3/4 is the all up 1st
Battalion U.S. event. This event is the
235th anniversary of the Great Raid of
1780, when the Mohawk Valley was laid
waste. This event is a must for all Yorkers,
as we visit our spiritual homeland. Tactical
demonstrations include a raid and burning of a settlement. The battles re-create
the fight at the Middle Fort, then the
Old Fort. There will be period music and

dance, and a tavern on Saturday night.
Firewood and straw will be provided for
participants. This is a combined Northern
Brigade, B.V.M.A, and B.A.R. event. Our
American hosts have moved the traditional date of this re-enactment forward
from our Thanksgiving Weekend on Oct.
10/11 to Oct.3/4 to accommodate the
Canadian re-enactors. I would like as big
a turnout as possible to show our appreciation to the BVMA. Please note, that
Colonel John Brown who led the raid on
Fort Ti in 1777 was killed at Stone Arabia
during our raid in the valley in 1780.
Colonel James

Regimental Uniform

•

Improvements

T

he re-facing of our regimental
coats is well under way and this will
improve our historically accurate appearance. Our uniforms will be tailored to reflect
the 1772 pattern Light Infantry pattern.
As members needs to replace their worn
out white waistcoats, they will be replaced
by ones that are buff wool, square cut and
skirtless, Light Infantry pattern.
The gaitered trousers or overalls that
we wear should fit close to the legs from
the ankle to the crotch. The excess material between the crotch and waist band will
allow the wearer to bend and kneel with
reasonable ease. The regimental seamstresses are more than willing to assist you
in tightening your gaitered trousers.
The leggings that we wear should only
be worn over breeches and stockings. They
should not be worn over gaitered trousers.
Gaitered trouser were designed to replace
breeches and gaiters.
The leggings should be the Indian style,
preferably in green wool, reaching at least to
the mid-thigh and fit close to the leg. These
leggings can be kept up by a thin woollen
strip stitched to the top of the legging and

attached to a waist belt under the waistcoat.
Leather lacing can also be used.
Straight legged trousers can be worn,
although we have no direct evidence that
they were worn by our regiment in the early
part of the war. There is evidence in the
Peachey painting that shows Yorkers wearing them at the war’s end. They should fit
close to the leg from the crotch to the ankle,
and the part below the knee should be just a
little wider than your calf muscle. The trousers should end at your ankle bone or the
top of the shoe. The 1812 style pantaloon is
too wide and should be tightened.
Buckled shoes are the proper style of
shoe and were general issue to soldiers in
the British Army of the Rev War period.
Half boots or hi-lo’s were also worn, but
more so by those involved with horses such
as grooms or mounted officers. Obtaining
good buckled shoes can be difficult and
in some cases expensive. The regiment is
willing to purchase buckled shoes on your
behalf and the cost can be paid over time
through your account.
Colonel James

Yorkers

Annual Dinner


T

he Yorker’s Annual Dinner
will be held on Saturday, March
28th in the Great Hall at Sir John’s Public
House in Kingston, 343 King St. East.
This establishment is owned by a former
Yorker, Paul Fortier. Paul also owns and
operates the Renaissance, where we have
held previous dinners. The building has a
bit of a history. It housed the law office of
Sir John A. Macdonald from 1849 to 1860.
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The cost of the meal is $30.00 per adult.
Children under 15 are free. A children’s
menu is available on request.
Here is the menu for our dinner. If anyone
has a special request or dietary requirement, please let me know by email or
phone call.
MENU
1st Course:
Chef ’s Soup of the Day with fresh rolls
2nd Course
- choice of:
• Chicken Breast Fricassee with a
White Wine & Mushroom Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes and
Vegetable Medley;
or
• Georgian Stuffed Pepper
with Garlic Mashed Potatoes
and Vegetable Medley with
Tomato Picallily Sauce
[vegan]

Adolphustown Event
at the

UEL H e r i t a g e P a r k & C e n t r e

3rd Course:
Dessert - English Sherry Trifle
Tea or Coffee
Bar Service:
Cash bar service available.
An auction will be held after dinner. Again
this year, Nathan Das is making some custom items for sale at the auction.
Colonel James

m a y 22 - 2 4

O

n the weekend of May
22-24 a combined 1812 and Rev
War event will be held at the UEL Heritage
Park & Centre at Adolphustown. This
event will commemorate of the garrisoning of the Village of Adolphustown in
1815 by over 400 Glengarry Light Infantry
Fencibles.
On the Friday plans are being considered for the reenactment of the last leg of
LeCouteur’s row from Finkle’s Tavern in
Bath to Adolphustown. The newly repaired
bateaux will be in the water for this event.
On Saturday a war game is planned
using the excellent ground and surrounding water at the Adolphustown Park. Who
knows, maybe an 1812 vs Rev War scenario
will be arranged. This might end the argument once and for all as to which era has the
greatest tactical skill. Also, Saturday activities will include the wedding of Captain
James Fitzgibbon, followed by a period pig
roast.
On Sunday there will be a rededication of
the newly restored United Empire Loyalist
Monument. All Northern Brigade units

are encouraged to attend. It is hoped that
as many Rev War units as possible can be
represented for this occasion.
It sounds like a great event, and of course,
it’s always enjoyable to camp on a site so
steeped in Loyalist heritage.
DWP
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B e s t Y o r k e r T a v e r n E ver

I

n eighteenth century armies, a
sutler was a person licensed to serve
food and alcohol to the members of the
army. He or she was a private business person who invested in what he or she served,
and profited by the sale. Given that military
supply was still sketchy during this period,
the sutler was a necessary component of an
army in the field.
The King’s Royal Yorkers have a long
tradition of recreating sutler’s taverns. The
tradition seems to have started with Phil
Dunning, who was never a Yorker, but was
a perennial member of the late-but-muchlamented Jessup’s Corps. Phil’s day job was
with the St. Lawrence Parks Commission
at Upper Canada Village and Parks
Canada, so his research into the activities
of eighteenth century sutlers was almost
a vocation. He also makes a mean bowl of
lemon-and-rum punch that is famous from
Pennsylvania to Cape Breton.
When the author rejoined the Regiment in
the late 1990s, just about every event featured
a sutler’s tavern where punch made to Mr.
Dunning’s recipe was very much in circulation. The punch was served in bowls, passed
from hand-to-hand around the assembled
crowd. In those days, singing and the instrumental performance of music were other
elements of the tavern experience. Sitting in
the darkness of the evenings, illuminated by
candlelight, I recall many occasions where
we all seemed to have transcended time itself
and reverted to the eighteenth century. It was
a magical experience.

Last year, at the Wyoming Massacre
event, the standards of the sutler’s tavern
were raised to a very high level of German
efficiency at Die Bluie Grenadiere. This
Hessian-style tavern raised the game considerably as it featured not just punch, but
wine, draught ale, and sangria, as well as

foods such as cheese, sausage, pies, and fruit.
A gambling area and a smoking area with
tobacco and pipes completed the picture.
Die Bluie Grenadiere was very popular
indeed, and the high standards set have
challenged the King’s Royal Yorkers to raise
our game.

We will accept that challenge at Black
Creek Pioneer Village on 20 June, 2015.
The year 2015 represents the fortieth anniversary of the recreation of the King’s Royal
Yorkers, and the Colonel wants to celebrate
that achievement by making Black Creek
our pre-eminent event for the year. He has
asked those of us who keep the traditions of
the sutler’s tavern alive to host the greatest
tavern the Yorkers have ever enjoyed.
This will be no small feat, but we are making our plans and have enjoyed an early coup
by securing the services of Gin Lane. Gin
Lane, comprised of former Yorkers Peter
Alexander, Ken Purvis, and Gavin Watt Jr.,
are a vocal and instrumental group based at
Fort George who research eighteenth and
nineteenth century music and then perform it with tremendous style and humour.
When they were members of the Yorkers,
they were stalwarts of the tavern. Those
who can remember the 225th anniversary of
the Siege of Fort Stanwix in 2002 may recall
their epic performance in the sutler’s tavern.
I am very proud that they will be performing at Black Creek on 20 June.
So allow me to close by inviting you, the
members of the King’s Royal Yorkers, your
families and guests, and the members of
our allied regiments and units, to come to
the sutler’s tavern at Black Creek Pioneer
Village. More details will follow. A splendid
time is guaranteed for all.
Sjt Robert Stewart
(a.k.a. The Tavernkeeper)
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T

his year at Black Creek we will
celebrate the 40th Anniversary of
the recreated King’s Royal Regiment of
New York. There will be lots of pomp and
ceremony, as we recall the units many accomplishments, members and events.
To get us in the mood, you are invited to
send the Courant Editor one of your favourite photos, with a short narrative about
what was special about the occasion. It might
be our inspection by the Queen, or the polo
match at Fort Niagara, or the dedication
of our colours, or our participation at York
Town, or any number of other memorable
occasions. The Editor will include as many
of these pictures and stories as possible over
the coming months. To get us started, the
following are some pictures provided by former Sjt Major Claus Reuter. Gavin Watt
helped with putting names to faces.

Fort Wellington: Front, left to right – Gary Dare, Claus Reuter, Vic Zubatiuk, Brian Devlin, Ron Willson,
Bruce Strader. Rear – only one that’s visible, Dave Engholm

David Putnam, Editor
dputnam@cogeco.net

Peterborough: Claus Reuter and Tom Dugelby
Above – Bradley House in Mississauga: Left to right – Gavin Watt Jr, Andrew Anderson and Jeanie Henry,
daughter of our later Drum Major, Bill Henry
Below – Fort Wellington: Left to right – Gavin Watt Jr. and Andrew Anderson
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U n i f o r m s o f B r i t i sh S o l d i e r s
in the

von Germann Illustrations

H

auptmann Friedrich von
Germann served in Canada with
the forces of Hesse-Hanau during the
Burgoyne Campaign in 1777. At an indeterminate time, he completed a series of
watercolours illustrating various soldiers
of different regiments and corps of the
British and German forces engaged in the
campaign.
The most well-known of these illustrations is entitled, “Ein Britischer Soldat
auf den Posten in der Candischen WinterKleidung. 1766” (sic). It depicts a soldier
wearing a blanket coat with a horizontal
blue stripe, a “Canadian”-style fur cap, and
blue cloth gaiters standing at something
approximating the “slope firelocks” position. This illustration has been cited many
times as the only-known depiction of
winter clothing worn by the British Army
in Canada. It is not alone among the von
Germann paintings for its historical value.
Haupmann von Germann completed paintings of soldiers of the Royal
Artillery, the 20th, 21st, 24th, 47th and 62nd

Regiments, an un-captioned highland regiment, as well as various German units such
as the Brunswick Jaegers. The paintings of
the regular British soldiers provide a wealth
of detail about the way in which uniforms
and equipment were worn.
In the case of the soldier from the 20th
Regiment, the subject wears a cut-off coat
without wings, but with epaulettes. The
coat’s pocket is turned sideways, with three
lace loops. Seen in profile, it is obvious that
the subject is wearing his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet over the right shoulder
and hanging down on the left side of his
body. He wears gaiter trousers which are
buttoned half-way to the knee with a total
of eight buttons. His cap is black without
a visor, but with a crest slightly angled forward. Most prominently, a spray of black
feathers or fur is attached along the centre
of the crown.
In the case of the soldier from the 21st
Regiment, which was at the Royal North
British Fusiliers, the subject also wears a
cut-off coat made up without wings or

epaulettes. The coat’s pocket is also turned
sideways, but with four lace loops. Seen in
profile, again this soldier wears his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet over the right
shoulder and hanging down on the left side
of his body. He also wears gaiter trousers,
but they are only buttoned one-third of the
way up his thigh with a total of four buttons.
His cap is black without a visor and with the
same crest slightly angled forward. Quite
differently, the cap has a spray of white
feathers or fur which is clearly attached to a
seam running along the centre of the crown.
In the case of the soldier from the 24th
Regiment, the subject also wears a cutoff coat made up without wings but with
epaulettes. The coat’s pocket is also turned
sideways and also with four lace loops. Seen
in profile, again this soldier wears his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet over the right
shoulder and hanging down on the left
side of his body. Unlike the soldiers from
the 20th and 21st Regiments, the soldier
from the 24th Regiment is wearing knee
breeches, black garters, white stockings, and
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black half-gaiters. His cap is almost identical to that worn by the soldier from the 20th
Regiment.
In the case of the soldier from the 47th
Regiment, the subject also wears a cut-off
coat made up without wings. The image is
unclear on whether there are epaulettes or
not. The coat’s pocket is also turned sideways and also with four lace loops. Seen in
profile, again this soldier wears his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet over the right
shoulder and hanging down on the left side
of his body. He also wears gaiter trousers
which button half-way up his thigh with
a total of nine buttons. His cap is almost
identical to that worn by the soldier from
the 21st Regiment.
In the case of the soldier from the 62nd
Regiment, the subject also wears a cut-off
coat made up without wings or epaulettes.
The coat’s pocket is also turned sideways, but
with only three lace loops. Interestingly, these
lace loops are considerably longer than those
worn on the cuffs and lapels. Seen in profile,
again this soldier wears his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet over the right shoulder and
hanging down on the left side of his body.
Like the soldier from the 24th Regiment,
the subject is wearing knee breeches, white
stockings and half-gaiters. There do not
appear to be garters, however. His cap is
almost identical to that worn by the soldiers
from the 21st and 47th Regiments.
The highlander is from an unknown

the yorker courant
Regiment, although the likelihood is
that he was from the Royal Highland
Emigrants, which were raised at Quebec in
1775 and the only highland regiment stationed in Canada. Because of the unusual
uniform details of a highland regiment,
I will restrict my comments to the coat,
which is cut off without wings or epaulettes.
The coat’s pocket is turned sideways, but
with only three lace loops. Interestingly, the
turn-back on the coat appears to overlap the
pocket itself.
In the case of the artilleryman from the
Royal Artillery, the subject also wears a cutoff coat made up without wings, but with
epaulettes. The coat’s pockets remain in
their normal position, with four lace loops.
Again, these lace loops are considerably
longer than those worn on the cuffs and
lapels. Seen in profile, again this soldier
wears his waistbelt, scabbard and bayonet
over the right shoulder and hanging down
on the left side of his body. He also wears
gaiter trousers which button half-way up his
thigh with a total of nine buttons. His cap is
unique, in that it is black with the same crest
as the other caps, but with a magnificent
spray of what are clearly red feathers. These
are attached to the crown with the same sort
of visor seen on the caps of the 21st, 47th and
62nd Regiment soldiers.
What lessons can we deduce from
these illustrations? Firstly, that General
Burgoyne’s orders that cocked hats be cut

P ag e 7

down into caps and that the tails of regimental coats be cropped seem to have been
followed with alacrity. It is noteworthy that
the British soldier, when asked to make his
uniform more plain than normal, responded
by adding features such as the feathers and
changing the location of the pockets to
affect a more jaunty appearance. Burgoyne’s
men must have turned a few heads amongst
military purists who saw the new fashions
at first hand.
Secondly, there seems to have been no
consistency about the wearing of gaitered
trousers or breeches, or about how gaitered trousers were manufactured. I have
observed that among reenactors, gaitered
trousers are always made exactly the same
way with exactly the same number of buttons. This does not appear to have been the
case at the time, having been standardized
at the regimental level at best. I do offer the
comment that all of the gaitered trousers
in the von Germann illustrations are fitted
tightly to the body.
Thirdly, the traditional wearing of the
waistbelt around the waist appears to have
completely disappeared no later than 1777
in Burgoyne’s Army, at least. Those of us
who have worn bayonets or - worse yet,
swords – from a waistbelt remember the
pain that this accoutrement causes. The
sentiment seems to have been a common
one in 1777, too.
Sjt Robert Stewart
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T raining –
F o ll o wing the 1 8 th
C entury M o del

L

t Col James Wolfe wrote to
his father in September 1755:
“I have but a very mean opinion of the
infantry in general. I know their discipline to be bad, & their valour precarious.
They are easily put into disorder, & hard to
recover out of it; they frequently kill their
Officers thro’ fear, & murder one another
in their confusion… Our Method of training & instructing the Troops, is extreamly
defective, & tends to no good end; we are
lazy in time of Peace & of course want
vigilance & activity in War – our military
Education is by far the worst in Europe, &
all our concerns are treated with contempt,
or totally neglected.”
Okay, maybe Mr. Wolfe was having a
bad day, but he does make a valid point that
good troops require good training. At the
Yorker Executive Meeting last December,
our Officers and NCO’s discussed the
training necessary to ensure Yorker proficiency in the field. Like Wolfe, concern
was expressed that if we are “lazy in time
of Peace”, it will be difficult to demonstrate
“vigilance & activity in War”. There are several good reasons why proper training is a
difficult challenge for us?
• Because our members are geographically
spread over a wide area (Ontario, New
York, Michigan, etc) it is difficult to bring
people together for regular drill.
• The winter drills at Fort York Armouries
are helpful, but only available to those in
the GTA.
• In recent years we have not had the
Annual Brigade Schools, where members
could maneuvre together in brigade sized
formations.
• Attempts to organize one-day drills or

Field Days have not been well supported
by the membership.
• The daily schedules at large events are
often so busy that there is little time for
unit drills.

As John A. Houlding stated in his book,
Fit for Service – The Training of the British
Army, 1715-1795, “At no time during our
period were men available in numbers sufficient to keep the corps recruited up to
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“I have but a very mean opinion of the infantry in general.
I know their discipline to be bad, & their valour precarious.”
Lt Col James Wolfe

the strengths called for in the regimental
establishments, while in the meantime
considerable numbers of the men actually
serving with the corps were mere recruits,
as yet insufficiently trained to be masters
of their business. It was with this chronic,
two-pronged manpower problem – too few
recruits to complete to the establishments,
too many recruits among the men already
with the corps – that the regiments had
continually to contend.” Sound familiar?
Matthew Spring, in his book, With Zeal
and With Bayonets Only, provided the following summary of the training given to
British soldiers. “…Infantry recruits of
this era underwent an initial (or “material”)
period of training, during which they were
taught military posture, elementary evolutions, marching, and weapons handling. In
theory, once they were deemed ‘fit for the
ranks,’ they joined their respective companies for ongoing (or ‘mechanical’) drill. This
comprised four main elements: ‘manual
exercise’ and ‘platoon exercise’ (basic training), and the ‘firings’ and the ‘maneuvers’
(advanced training). In reality, because
the army’s peacetime civil commitments
in Britain and Ireland commonly necessitated the wide dispersal of a regiment,
training was largely constrained to those
elements that could be practiced in smaller
concentrations – in other words, a stultifying repetition of basic training. Save for a
few weeks every year during the review season, it was only in wartime that advanced
training - which could not be carried out
profitably without the concentration of the
regiment – was conducted really effectively
and intensively in encampments at home
and (more commonly) in the field abroad.”

Don Hagist, in his book, British Soldiers,
American War, adds one more piece to the
training puzzle. “Men enlisted by recruiting parties, either for regiments in other
parts of the British Isles or for regiments
serving overseas, had a somewhat different
experience. When enlisted by a recruiting
party, a man was under the direction of the
recruiting officer and his small cadre for
an indefinite time. He began his training
immediately while under their care… The
recruit stayed with the recruiting party anywhere from weeks to a year or more, until an
opportunity arose to journey to the parent
regiment, usually in the company of other
recruits and a noncommissioned or commissioned officer.”
Based on the example of the British
army during our time period, here are some
points that we should observe in the Yorker
training program.
• Training for new recruits should be
started as soon as possible after they
take the shilling. It is the responsibility of the person bringing in the recruit
(the “recruiting party”) and/or a company NCO to arrange for some personal
instruction in basic foot and arms drill.
Don’t wait until the recruit’s first event to
introduce them to the fundamentals he’ll
need to know. In fairness to the recruit, he
should have some one-on-one instruction before he is thrown in with more
experienced men. Pointing the recruit to
the video drill manual on the Yorker website might also be helpful.
• Resist the temptation to put a musket in
the recruit’s hands and show him how to
load and fire as the first order of business.
Recruits should be made familiar with

military posture (position of a soldier),
elementary evolutions (facings), and
marching before they even touch a musket. Musket drill should start with basic
movements such as shoulder firelocks,
order firelocks, etc. before going on to the
more advanced firing movements.
• During the 18th century it was often
difficult to move beyond personal or
company-level drill movements until
the regiment was fully assembled. We
too have this limitation. At future events
regimental drill will be held on both
Saturday and Sunday starting at 9 a.m.
(whenever possible). The focus will be
on battalion maneuvres, rather than basic
foot and arms drill. Soldiers who are not
proficient in the basic drill movements
may be assigned to an NCO for individual instruction.
• NCOs should take every opportunity to
drill the men of their company, individually or in small groups, to ensure that each
man is able to perform well when the
regiment is formed.
• When there is an opportunity to participate in personal and company drills,
everyone should do so. Even if you don’t
think you need the practice, your participation supports the new guys who
benefit from your skill and steadiness in
the ranks.
Good drill is an essential part of the reenacting hobby. You can’t be a contributing
member on a hockey team if you haven’t
learned to skate. Similarly, if you’re going to
carry a musket, you must become proficient
in the drill.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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Pretty Girls
in

New England

•

While slightly removed from the Mohawk, this
letter written by a German officer in Kinderhook
NY in 1777, (which I found in a 1902 text
book aimed at 10 to 12 year olds) regarding the
fairer sex in New England may be of interest.
– Capt Alex Lawrence

Friends:
I am at last in Kinderhook, whence I promised to write you a chapter about pretty girls.
Before, however, reading my narrative to a lady
examine it carefully so as to see if there is any
danger of its causing future trouble between
me and my dear countrywomen. Should you
decide against it, have mercy on me, and upset
the ink-stand on the entire chapter!
The ladies in this vicinity, and as far as
Boston and New York, are slender, of erect
carriage, and, without being strong, or plump.
They have small and pretty feet, good hands
and arms, a very white skin, and a healthy
color in the face which requires no further
embellishment. I have seen few disfigured by
pock-marks, for inoculation against smallpox
has been in vogue here for many years.
They have, also, exceedingly white teeth,
pretty lips, and sparkling, laughing eyes. In
connection with these charms they have a
natural bearing, essentially unrestrained,
with open, frank countenances, and much
native assurance. They are great admirers of
cleanliness, and keep themselves well shod.
They frizz their hair every day, and gather
it up on the back of the head into a knot, at
the same time puffing it up in front.
They generally walk about with their heads
uncovered; and sometimes, but not often,
wear some light fabric on their hair. Now and
then some country nymph has her hair flowing down behind her, braiding it with a piece
of ribbon. Should they go out (even though
they be living in a hut); they throw a silk wrap
about themselves and put on gloves. They
have a charming way of wearing this wrap by

means of which they manage to show a portion of a small white elbow.
They also put on some well-made and
stylish little sun-bonnets, from beneath
which their roguish eyes have a most fascinating way of meeting yours. In the English
colonies the beauties have fallen in love
with red silk or woollen wraps. Dressed
in this manner, a girl will walk, run, or
dance about you, and bid you a friendly
good-morning or give you a saucy answer
according to what you have said to her. At
all places through which we passed dozens
of girls were met with on the road, who
either laughed at us mockingly, or now and
then roguishly offered us an apple, accompanied by a little courtesy.
At first we thought they were girls from
the city, or at least from the middle classes;
but lo and behold! They were the daughters
of poor farmers. Notwithstanding the many
pretty things I have said about the gentler
sex in this country, I must still give my loved
countrywomen the credit of possessing
certain German gentle, lovable, and tender
qualities which lend additional attractions
to their charms, but which are entirely lacking in the beauties to be found here.
Most perfectly formed and beautiful maids are to be seen on all sides; but to
find one endowed with all the attractions
of one of the graces is a very difficult thing.
Enough of this, however. I think it high
time to bring this disquisition to a close;
and I shall now do so after stating that the
fair sex were the cause of our losing some of
our comrades on the 23d of October.

One of the things which particularly
strikes me in this country is the evident mastery that the women possess over the men. In
Canada this power is used by the women to
further the interests of the men; but here it
is used nearly to ruin them. The wives and
daughters of these people spend more than
their incomes upon finery. The man must
fish up the last penny he has in his pocket.
The funniest part of it is that the women
do not seem to steal it from them; neither
do they obtain it by cajolery, fighting, or
falling into a faint. How they obtain it —
as obtain it they do — Heaven only knows;
but that the men are heavily taxed for their
extravagance is certain.
The daughters keep up their stylish
dressing because the mothers desire it.
Should the mother die, her last words are
to the effect that the daughter must retain
control of the father’s money-bags. Nearly
all articles necessary for the adornment of
the female sex are at present either very
scarce or dear, and for this reason they are
now wearing their Sunday finery. Should
this begin to show signs of wear I am afraid
that the husband and father will be compelled to make their peace with the Crown
if they would keep their women-folks supplied with gewgaws.
From:
Camps and Firesides of the Revolution

Selected and Annotated by Albert Bushnell
Hart of Harvard University with the collaboration of Mabel Hill of the Lowell Normal School
Copyright, 1902 by the Macmillan Company
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R e f r e sh m e n t
to
the Mind:

Music
in the

Johnson
Family


The December issue of the Courant included
an article about Pets at Johnson Hall. Like
the National Inquirer, the Yorker Courant
recognizes that its readers want to hear all the
minutia about celebrities and their lives. So, in
this issue we will address the musical interests of
the Johnson Family as described by Ron Burch
of “Les Liasones Plaisantes”. These excerpts are
published in the book “Frontier Style: Culture
at the Edge of Empire – Mohawk Valley,
NY 1700-1800”. I bet you didn’t know that
the Johnson boys had a band. - Editor

I

n 1766, John Johnson (1742-1830), son
of Mohawk Valley Baronet Sir William
Johnson, embarked upon a “grand tour” of
Europe, the sort of horizon-broadening
experience obligatory for any well-heeled
young gentleman expecting to take his place
in society. His brother-in-law and social
mentor, German-born Daniel Claus (17271787), kept up a lively correspondence from
the Mohawk Valley, advising the younger
man on various matters, including their
mutual affection for:
“Musick…[which] in a Retired Life
after occupying ones head with reading
or other Business, is the most agreeable
Refreshment to the Mind.”

Writing in late August, Claus maintained:
“I am persuaded your Tour to Europe will

keen your Taste for Musick that Science
being of late brought to such perfection
in England wch. Will be the Means of
your improving greatly in the Act of playing, than which nothing will give me more
Pleasure after your Return Home [that]
we may pass many a tedious hour together
Amusing ourselves that way.”

Son-in-law Daniel Claus, loquacious husband to [William] Johnson’s daughter
Ann, often commented on social life in the
Johnson household. Claus enjoyed music,
played several instruments himself, and was
particularly interested in new music. He
kept Rivington’s book shop in New York
City busy with orders and queries about
the latest music coming in from Europe
and made wry comments about entertainments on the New York frontier. Claus
was stationed in Quebec in 1760-61, corresponding with Johnson from that post
while serving in the position of Indian agent
under Johnson’s authority. Ever gregarious,
he recorded military social activities in his
journals and noted a particularly delightful
summer of music and dining:
“Miss [Drummonds] gave a tune on the
harpsichord. After Wch. All hands went
to Mr. Hays Country Seat of a very elegant
Taste the Band being there playing before
Supper and it being Served up out of doors

being a very clm. Moonlight Night it made
A fine show for Canada. Colo. Presecot very
entertaing. In Singg. &ca. Went home…
2nd Augt. Dined with Capt. Godwin.
3d. Introduced to the Gentlemn. Of [ ]
or Royl. Engsh. Fusiliers Mr. Leard plays
Violollo well…”

When his young brother-in-law was on
the European Grand Tour in 1766, Claus
advised him on the purchase of music “as
you doubtless will furnish yourself with a
good collection” and recommend:
“Some in the comic or Harlequin way,
among wch there are frequently Very pretty
pieces to be found, being of songs composed by the Most Masterly hands. I saw
some time ago a Harlequin Entertainment
Published the whole is a musical performance wch I dare say Is curious and droll.”

John wrote back that he had “got several
good collections of songs in the different entertainments, and shall lay in a good
Store of such as you recommend & are
much to my taste.”
Perhaps the acquisition of publications
for instruments including the harpsichord
had a subconscious effect on John Johnson.
At any rate, he wrote to Claus from London
in December of 1766, stating that he had:
“taken it into my head to learn the
Harpsichord & have had three lessons. I
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done it in hopes to be able to turn Musick
Master to My Dear little Nieces and shall
bring over a Harpsichord with me for that
purpose.”

A harpsichord was noted in the upstairs hall
of Johnson Hall where John took residence
after Sir William’s death. The harpsichord
was later recorded as one of the items sold
in the confiscation sales at the close of the
Revolution.
Daniel Claus, John Johnson, and Guy
Johnson (1740-1788), husband of Sir
William’s daughter Mary (and his nephew),
all played several instruments, evidenced by
entries in the account book of Johnstown
merchant Robert Adems in 1769. Claus
seemed to prefer the violin, an instrument
universally deemed suitable for male musicians. In the spring of 1774, Robert Hare
visited Johnson Hall and corresponded
with his friend Dr. Parke regarding Claus’s
musicality:

“…The next day I din’d & spent the day
with Col. Claus in the same neighborhood
– In him I found a most hospitable agreeable man & so great a lover of musick that
our whole time except about two hours was
employ’d at our instruments – he played the
fiddle & I accompanied him…”

During the ensuing Revolution, Loyalist
commander Sir John Johnson’s musical
affinities were apparent in his concern for
his troops and military musicians. He wrote
to J. Blackburn from camp at Oswego in
September 1780:
“…I wish you would, as I mentioned to
your before; send over four men who can
blow well on the French horn, Bassoon,
hautboy and Clarinet, with a pair of each of
the two first mentioned Instruments, and
one of each of the others, unless more be
necessary, which would give satisfaction to
the Gentlemen of the Regiment as well as
to your humble servant…”

After the war Sir John, Daniel Claus
and their families settled permanently in
Canada. The three brothers-in-law, including Guy Johnson, continued their musical
interests and maintained a close friendship.
Daniel wrote to John from London in 1786:
“Nancy [probably Claus’s daughter] had
some of her Harp’d [harpsichord] Lessons
with her, and Play’d in Concert with
me and Bill [probably Claus’s son]. She
improved greatly in that Inst’ts and will
become a short time Mistress of it, having
a natural turn and easy way of playg – sings
with it very clear and with properly Italian
and English songs.”

Writing from Niagara in November 1799,
Guy Johnson thanked Daniel for “…
Sending for a Harpsichord for Polly…” As a
new century dawned, the extended Johnson
family maintained a genuine affinity for
music as “refreshment to the mind” beyond
event the socially dictated norm for the
prominent and well-connected of the day.

— L i n ks & L e t t e r s —
Ta r r i n g & F e at h e r i n g Wa s n ’ t S o B a d ?

Here is an interesting article “busting” 5 myths about tarring and feathering, clearly from
a rebel friendly site. Those of us who attended Williamsburg VA a few years ago will be
familiar with the “... Pole erected by Order of Col. Archd. Cary, a strong Patriot, opposite
the Raleigh tavern upon which was hung a large mop & a bag of feathers, under it a bbl
[barrel] of tar.” We will also remember Major Moore standing beside said pole to address
the «local population» about the error of their ways, and the response he got.
– Capt Alex Lawrence
http://allthingsliberty.com/2013/12/5-myths-tarring-feathering/
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Here is website that was recently listed in the Loyalist Trails newsletter. Maybe there is a
re-enactment idea or two for us in this.
– Mjr David Moore
http://www.newenglandhistoricalsociety.com/seven-strange-facts-colonial-funerals/
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